Associate Lecturer Report
February 8th, 2018
When the University introduced the new Associate Lecturer policy, they undertook to carry out a review of how it is working once a year; UCU have a presence on this group (the Branch Chair), which met in Week 1.
Use of ALs
One standing item on the agenda is reporting of the number of ALs in total and how many have been transferred to fractional and full-time posts.
The table below summarises the current situation in terms of overall employment of academic staff on precarious contracts:

Associate Lecturers

Headcount
Hours claimed
% in Fac./Dir. 
Indicative FTE*
Health and Life Sciences
206
7082.6
13.6
12.9
Humanities and Social Sciences
231
9258.8
17.9
16.9
Oxford Brookes Business School
136
7837.4
15.1
14.2
Technology, Design and Environment
401
24222.4
46.6
44
Faculty total
974
48428.3
93.1
88.1
Directorate total
54
3577
6.9

Total
1028
52005.2
100%






* indicative FTE is calculated by dividing claimed hours by 550 max taught hours

Of particular concern here – which I voiced – was that the total number of AL contracts has increased from 771 last year to 1028 this year. I asked why this was, but did not receive a clear answer from HR who suggested that there were probably ‘operational’ reasons for this in particular areas. I sated that in the context of the AL policy and our understanding that the university wants to see an end to casualization as far as possible, the increase in their use was concerning. I also asked for further figures so that we have a clearer picture of how many hours each AL has on their contract – the average would be 55, but it may be significantly more or less in some cases.
We are also very concerned that this use of ALs represents an FTE of 88 – which is a larger number than in most departments across the university, if not all.
AL transfers to fractional of FT contracts
The number of transfers from AL to fractional or FT appointments wa:
17 in the first year of the policy
10 in the second.

In our view this is a very small number in relation to the overall total of ALs, but we need more information to challenge this.
Other issues raised
Curiously, and for some reason, aside from your rep, very few issues were raised by the other members of the group. However, I said that I – and our members – are concerned about a number of issues relating to the policy and its implementation:
	The small number of transfers

The fact that in more than one instance that I am aware of, the management miscalculated contact hours and therefore failed to notify the individuals concerned of their eligibility for transfer to a better contract (ie the 110 hour rule). Members need to be really clear that all contact time with students where there is pedagogic activity – tutors, office time of it is used for advising students on academic matters etc – counts towards the 110 hour threshold: it is not just hours paid at the comprehensive rate.
I asked for clarification on the rules for progression for ALs transferred to contracts as University Teacher level (Grade 8) for progression to Lecturer and above, since this is not clear from the current policy.
With respect to staff in OBI, I was told that the policy won’t apply to them yet because of he current uncertainty about where OBI will be located – ie which Faculty it will move to. I asked if this means that members who meet the criteria for fractionalisation would not be considered, and the management conceded that they would be.
I asked that a new clause be put in the policy stating that ALs who had four years or more of continuous employment and are therefore deemed to have a permanent contract, should have greater certainty that the work they had been doing would continue – that is, that new ALs would not be brought in to take over teaching duties already successfully being performed by existing ALs who have a permanent contract. The Director of HR indicated that in her view the four years is not pertinent in determining permanence. The fact is that after two years a member of staff – unless on a fixed term contract – has to be made redundant, and their contract officially terminated by the employer.
	There was some discussion about assessment tariffs  - and an academic  member of the group said that she felt it was unhelpful that the policy stipulates an amount of time for marking scripts (eg 30 minutes for a 3,000 word assignment) since ALs are ‘up in arms’ that this is insufficient – and that the solution would be to remove the reference to the time allocation, but require them to do the same amount of work for the same pay. The UCUs position is that staff are entitled to know what is expected of them by the employer, and should be allowed to express their concerns, and that the problem is not solved by hiding the real cost.
Ratification
Finally, it should be noted that UCU nationally have not ratified the policy because the Branch Exec are not in a position to recommend ratification until several issues are resolved: the progression question involving being more explicit about criteria for grading at UT; and having clearer information for the very high numbers of AL contracts being used.

Alan Reeve – Branch Chair



